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These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Available in 4’ thru 10’ Lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available
in stainless steel or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” and 3” cart guard bumpers.
•Adjustable (height) shelves w/LED
lighting and price tag molding. (3) Max.

•Plexiglas front flue
•Solar digital thermometer.
•Custom lengths and features available
upon request.

Applications: 
•Deli
•Salad
•Sandwich
•Sushi
•Pizza
•Food Service
•Food Prep
•Beverage
•Grab-n-go

Options: 
•Remote Glycol Refrigerant
•Night curtain
•Fully customizable case line
•Fogging System
•Combination Over-Under
•Service / Self-Service
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3PSN Multi-Deck Dome-Top Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 

3PSN-40-19W 

3PSN-40-23W 
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3PSN Multi-Deck Dome-Top Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Available in 4’ thru 10’ Lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available
in stainless steel or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” and 3” cart guard bumpers.
•Adjustable (height) shelves w/LED
lighting and price tag molding. (3) Max.

•Plexiglas front flue
•Solar digital thermometer.
•Custom lengths and features available
upon request.

Applications: 
•Deli
•Salad
•Sandwich
•Sushi
•Pizza
•Food Service
•Food Prep
•Beverage
•Grab-n-go

Options: 
•Remote Glycol Refrigerant
•LED lighting
•Night curtain
•Customizable case line
•Fogging System
•Combination Over-Under
•Service / Self-Service
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3PS Multi-Deck Dome-Top Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 
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3PS Multi-deck Dome-Top Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Available in 4’ thru 10’ Lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available
in stainless steel or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” and 3” cart guard bumpers.
•Adjustable (height) shelves w/ LED
lighting and price tag molding. (3) Max.

•Plexiglas front flue
•Solar digital thermometer.
•Custom lengths and features available
upon request.

Applications: 
•Produce
•Deli
•Bakery
•Meals to Go
•Meat

Options: 
•Remote Glycol Refrigerant
•LED lighting
•Night curtain
•Fully customizable case line
•Expandable wire racks
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3PSN Multi-Deck Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Available in 4’ thru 10’ Lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available
in stainless steel or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” and 3” cart guard bumpers.
•Adjustable (height) shelves w/ LED
lighting and price tag molding. (3) Max.

•Plexiglas front flue
•Solar digital thermometer.
•Electronic Ballasts
•Custom lengths and features available
upon request.

Applications: 
•Deli
•Salad
•Sandwich
•Sushi
•Pizza
•Food Service
•Food Prep
•Beverage
•Grab-n-go

Options: 
•Remote Glycol Refrigerant
•Night curtain
•Fully customizable case line
•Fogging System
•Combination Over-Under
•Service / Self-Service
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3PS Multi-Deck Dome-Top Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 
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3PS Multi-deck Dome-Top Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Combination Over-Under Refrigerated
Service / Self-Service Merchandiser

•Available in 4’ thru 10’ case lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available
in stainless steel or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” and 3” cart guard bumpers.
•Adjustable (height) shelves w/ LED
lighting and price tag molding. (2) Max.

•Plexiglas front flue
•Solar digital thermometer.
•Custom lengths and features available
upon request.

Applications: 
•Meat
•Seafood
•Deli

Options: 
•Remote Glycol Refrigerant available
•Night curtain
•Fully customizable case line
•Fogging System
•Refrigerated or Dry rear storage
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3PSLL Meat Dome-Top Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 
55% R.H. (We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any 
feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacement of equipment Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Combination Over-Under Refrigerated
Service / Self-Service Merchandiser

•Available in 4’ thru 10’ case lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available
in stainless steel or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” and 3” cart guard bumpers.
•Adjustable (height) shelves w/ LED
lighting and price tag molding. (3) Max.

•Plexiglas front flue
•Solar digital thermometer.
•Custom lengths and features available
upon request.

Applications: 
•Seafood
•Meat
•Deli

Options: 
•Remote Glycol Refrigerant available
•Night curtain
•Fully customizable case line
•Fogging System
•Refrigerated or Dry rear storage
•Inline Lobster tank on Seafood lineups
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3PSNL Dome-Top Merchandiser 



These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. 
(We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions, or replacement of equipment 
Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Combination Over-Under Refrigerated
Service / Self-Service Merchandiser

•Available in 4’ thru 10’ case lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available
in stainless steel or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” and 3” cart guard bumpers.
•Adjustable (height) shelves w/ LED
lighting and price tag molding. (3) Max.

•Plexiglas front flue
•Solar digital thermometer.
•Electronic Ballasts
•Custom lengths and features available
upon request.

Applications: 
•Grill
•Seafood
•Meat
•Deli

Options: 
•Remote Glycol Refrigerant available
•Night curtain
•Fully customizable case line
•Fogging System
•Refrigerated or Dry rear storage
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3PSNL Grill Dome Merchandiser 




